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Dear Students,
Holidays are always a welcome break form the normal routine and we all look
forward to them. They give us opportunity to pursue all those activities that
we enjoy but never found enough time to indulge.  The 'Summer Initiatives'
will reinforce what has been taught, contribute to development of the children
and maintain a continuation with the process of study that has already begun.

Handwriting is an essential skill that has to be developed in children. To
teach each child to write legibly, without strain and with sufficient speed it is
important to practice handwriting. Given below are the samples of formation
for writing letters in English and Hindi and the numbers in Math. Please ensure
that they are practiced in the copy.
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Let’s make this summer break a learning experience for our boys and help
them inculcate good habits and hobbies for life - something they will enjoy
and value.

* Use this time to teach your children lessons of life.

* Involve them in day to day chores like making their bed, helping you in

the kitchen, setting their cupboards,  polish their shoes etc.

* Set a routine of  physical exercise for them so that  their energy is utilized

- the optimum.

* Talk to them about your life experiences, teach them values such as

kindness, helpfulness, honesty etc.

* Read to them stories which will enrich their vocabulary, take them close

to their roots and give wings to their imagination.

* Do handwriting practice with them

* Motivate you child to make his own green corner where he plants seeds

and experiences the joy of growing plants through his daily care for them.

* Children learn to interact from what they see - so be careful and be  good

role models for them.

We wish you wonderful summer break and hope that the pointers given above

will be followed in daily routine  and help them to make their holidays more

fruitful and enjoyable.
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1. Read English newspaper daily. Pick any big word from the newspaper

and frame small words out of it.

For example :- INVESTIGATION

INVEST, VEST, NATION, NEST, VENT etc.

2. Let’s have fun

Pick an animated movie of your choice and view it completely. After you

finish viewing, collect the following information :-

i) What is the name of the movie ?

ii) What is the name of the character you like the most ?

iii) Why did you like the character ? Describe in your own words.

iv) Write 5 sentences on the qualities of your favourite character.

v) Paste pictures from movie you saw. ( In Holidays H.W. notebook)

English

Hindi

Make a collage on famous sports personalities of India. ( Not more than 5)

Label the pictures with their names as well as the games they play. ( Size A4 )

Games
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Maths
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1. Br. Crease House boys will make the following projects.
i) 3D model of a cube.
ii) Multiplication wheel for the tables of 3 and 4. One wheel for each

table.

2. Br. Rice House boys will make the following projects.
i) 3D model of a cuboid.
ii) Multiplication wheel for the tables of  5 and 6. One wheel for each

table.

3. Br. Morrissey House boys will make the following projects.
i) 3D model of a cone.
ii) Multiplication wheel for the tables of 7 and 8. One wheel for each

table.

4. Br. O’Keeffe House boys will make the following projects.
i) 3D model of a cylinder.
ii) Multiplication wheel for the tables of  9 and 10. One wheel for each

table.

Instructions to make the multiplication wheel
* Cut two concentric circles of 15cm of  diameter and 8cm diameter. Use

thick paper.
* Draw a circle of 2.5cm of diameter on the smaller circle.
* Write the numbers of the table in the centre  of  the  2.5cm diameter circle

with the  multiplication sign.  e.g. 3x.
* Divide the circle into 10 equal parts as shown below and write 1-10

randomly in the compartments.
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* Place the 8cm diameter circle on top of the 15 cm diameter circle and
extend the lines for the divisions as follows.

* Now write answers for the table for 1 - 10  in the compartments as :-

* Get both the circles laminated.
* Then connect them in the centre so that both can move.
* You can also make this multiplication  wheel for the tables of  4, 6, 7,

8 and 9.
Note- For making 3D model use eco friendly material.
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Let’s have fun while learning about different kinds of houses all around the
world. Making a House Album will be so much of fun.

Instructions:
Find pictures of different kinds of houses around the world.
Stick the picture of a house on the left side of the album and write few lines.
about of that particular house on the right side of the album. Show your
creativity and make a beautiful album.

G.K.

Each boy will find at least 10 pictures of different kinds of houses all around
the world.

House
Album

Picture Describe
Name
Type, Place
where it is
found


